Main Project: Final Paper

Use as guideline for this paper the hand-outs of Feb. 18 (“Paper”, “On Preparing a Manuscript For Publication”, and papers of R. G. Della Valle et al. and traffic flow paper of D. Chowdhury et al.), and the hand-outs of today including the sample abstracts.

The Final Paper includes all parts as described in “Paper.” That means that you will use your First Paper. Revise the final version of your First Paper according to my comments. You might have to rewrite whole sections to build in any changes of your project. For example you know now more precisely which model and which parameters you ended up using. In addition to the revised first paper you will add to your paper the abstract, the simulation section, the results section, the conclusions section and the complete bibliography. The results section gives a complete specification of all used parameter values (goal is that after reading your paper anybody could reproduce your results). The results section includes your results (figures and/or tables and/or a description of movies) and the interpretation of your results. The conclusions section might include a summary, conclusions and suggestions for future work.

The writing style of the paper is formal. As for any paper you need to cite wherever you use ideas of any other source than your own ideas. Whenever you use the wording of any other source you need to use quotes in addition to giving the reference. (Since you should find your own words, you should try to avoid the latter.)

Please notice below the deadlines for your project. Similar to the First Paper you will again hand in a first version and a final version of your paper. Both versions will be included in your grade for the Final Paper. In this sense the first version should already be the result of many revisions such that you think that it is your final version. I will give you feedback on your first version and the final version should include the corresponding changes.

Deadlines:

April 8: Running Program
April 10 Results (see hand-out of today)
April 15 Abstract
April 17 First version of Final Paper
April 29 Final version of Final Paper
April 22, 24, 29 Talks

Hand your paper in both via email (kvollmay@bucknell.edu) (word document is this time also fine) and as hardcopy.